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Inspections from 2.00pm on Thursday 9th September
The vendors of the WDSG would like to invite you to drinks and nibbles in the

afternoon prior to sale day while viewing the sale bulls

Dalby Stud Stock Office
07) 4669 6955

Peter Brazier
0407 525 983

Mark Duthie
0448 016 950

Harvey Weyman-Jones
0414 941 788

Felicity Shaw
0400 743 244

Ross Wilson
0418 277 170

Ian Shaw
0488 347 332

Jeff Beutel
0432 622 509

Western Downs
Santa Group

5th Annual Bull Sale

www.westerndownssantas.com.au
Western Downs Santa Group

81 Bulls
1 Heifer

Friday 10th September 2021

Dalby Regional Saleyards
11.00am

Interfaced with
 Elite Livestock Auctions

chrisnorris@elitelivestockauctions.com.au
Mobile: 0447 711 505
Office: 1300 259 742
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Directions
Directions to the Dalby Regional Saleyards,

Yumborra Road, Dalby QLD 4405

Accomodation

Drovers Motor Inn
87 Drayton Street
Ph 07 4669 0444

Dalby Homestead Motel
27 Drayton Street
Ph 07 4662 5722

Dalby Parkview Motel
31 Drayton Street
Ph 07 4662 3222

Motel Myall
79-81 Drayton Street
Ph 07 4662 4793

O'Shea's Windsor Hotel
32 Patrick Street
Ph 07 4662 2911

Dalby Manor Motor Inn
18 Drayton Street
Ph 07 4662 1011

The Gallery Motel
128 Drayton Street
Ph 07 4662 2300

Dalby Mid Town Motor Inn
58-60 Condamine Street
Ph 07 4662 6400

Kobbers Motor Inn
37A Nicholson Street
Ph 07 4669 7488

Dalby Tourist Park
32 Myall Street
Ph 07 4662 4793

Dalby Fairway Motor Inn
34 Myall Street
Ph 07 4662 2255

The Pathfinder
62 Condamine Street
Ph 07 4662 4433

There is plenty of accommodation in Dalby, but we suggest that you book your
accommodation early as possible.

The Western Downs Group highly recommend the Drovers Motor Inn
& O’Sheas Windsor Hotel who are both great sponsors of the sale
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Welcome
The vendors of the Western Downs Santa Group extend a warm

invitation to you for our 5th Annual Bull Sale to be held on Friday 10th
September at the Dalby Saleyards.

What an amazing 12 months it has been for much of the eastern states
receiving above average rainfalls and livestock prices continually reaching
new benchmarks almost every week. Record prices for weaners this year
and trade in prices on older bulls makes an opportune time to get into some
new and better genetics into your herd

We are very pleased to present to you our 2021 draft of sale bulls. This
year eleven vendors have catalogued 81 classified and commercial bulls and
1 joined stud heifer for your consideration. They represent each individual
vendors commitment to producing quality bulls & females for our sale.

For buyers confidence, all sale bulls have been semen & morphology
tested, vaccinated for 7 in 1, Vibrio, 3 Day, Tick Fever & Pesti Virus and or
pesti tested negative. The bulls will also be muscled scanned for eye muscle,
rib & rump fat & have scrotal measurements taken. A supplementary sheet
will be available on our website a week before sale day.

Please join us the afternoon before the sale, Thursday 9th Sept. Take a
look around the bulls prior to the sale and enjoy complimentary drinks &
finger food. Inspections will be available early on sale day. We will be
adhering to any Covid safety rules and regulations

We thank you for taking the time to look through our 5th Annual Sale
Catalogue and hope that you find bulls that suit your requirements.

The Western Downs Santa Group Vendors

Join us on Thursday
9th September from 2.00pm

For complimentary
 drinks & finger food
& Walk with the bulls
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Sale Information
Inspection
Bulls will be available for inspection at the Dalby Regional Saleyards from 2.00pm on
Thursday 9th September, the afternoon before the sale. Anyone wishing to inspect the bulls
on the vendors property would be welcomed and encouraged to contact the vendors for
individual inspection arrangements.

Animal Health
All Sale Bulls are vaccinated for:

3 Day Sickness
7 in 1 (which includes Leptospirosis vaccine)

3 Germ Blood
Vibrio
Pesti Virus and/or tested PI negative

J-BAS - All vendors are a J-BAS score of 6 or higher

Breeding Soundness
All bulls offered for sale will have passed a crush side semen evaluation and will be
Morphology tested.

Supplementary Sheet
A supplementary sheet with individual bull weights, average daily weight gains, muscle
scanning (EMA, Rib & Rump Fat), scrotal circumference & semen morphology results will be
available for download on the Western Downs Santa Group website a week before the sale
and on Sale Day.

Outside Agent Rebates
The vendors agree to pay the following Outside Agent Rebates:

A 3% rebate to Agents who introduce buyers at least 24 hrs prior to the sale and attend
the sale.

A 2% rebate to Agents who introduce buyers at least 24 hrs prior to our sale and do not
attend sale.
Invoices must be paid in full within 7 days of sale. Rebate will not be paid outside these terms

Insurance
Insurance representatives will be in attendance and are able to insure your purchases at the
fall of the hammer

Refreshments
The Saleyards canteen will be in operation throughout the day. Please adhere to Covid 19
safety rules
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Sale Information
Intending Buyers
The sale will be conducted using the bid card system. Intending buyers are asked to register
prior to the start of the sale.

EBV’s
Vendors who are members of Breedplan will have their bull’s EBV data displayed with each
bull.

Phone Bidding
Mobile reception at the Dalby Saleyards is very good. If you are unable to come to the sale,
but would like to bid on any sale lots, please contact one of the selling agents at GDL for a
phone link up.

Instruction Slip
Please complete your buyers Instruction Slip in full once you have completed your
purchases. These will be available at the GDL registration tent. No verbal instructions can be
accepted.

Delivery & Transport
Bulls can be delivered from the sale complex at the completion of the sale. Make sure your
buyers instruction slip is completed and handed to one of the agents. Sale vendors will
endeavour to deliver the majority of bulls sold with their own trucks free of charge. Bulls will
be delivered to the closest Saleyards or direct to property if convenient. If delivery by a sale
vendor is not possible arrangements can be made by the agents through the Buyers
preferred transport operator. For buyers that use an outside transport operator or their own
truck a freight rebate will be given to buyers that purchase 2 or more bulls of $75 per a bull.

Breeding Guarantee
All bulls are sold as guaranteed breeders. If any issues arise in the unlikely event of infertility
with your purchases, please don’t hesitate to contact the vendor within 6 months of sale
date. Conditions apply.

Disclaimer
The WDSG vendors have produced this catalogue with every effort to ensure the accuracy of
the information, however they, nor the agents will not be responsible for any errors or
omissions. All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk. The vendors, selling
agents and sale yard management do not assume or accept any responsibility or liability, of
whatever nature, legal or otherwise, for any accident, injury or damage which may occur.
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List of Vendors

     Mark Bazeley
     PO Box 219
     MOAMA   NSW  2731
     Ph:  B/H 03 5482 2965
     Ph: A/H 03 5484 9286
     M: 0417 599 686
     E:  admin@riverinawool.com.au

    Burramurra

    Glen Leigh

     Dennis & Greg Moxey
     “Wilga Downs”,
     South Condobolin Road
     FORBES   NSW  2871
     Dennis
     Ph: 02 6857 1085 | M: 0428 650 356
     Greg
     Ph: 02 6857 1097  | M: 0427 224 434
     E: denngal1@bigpond.net.au
     W: www.denngal.com.au

    Denngal

     Cayb Schwerin
     “Mungarra”
     890 Coppin Road
     MUNGUNGO   QLD   4630
     M: 0448 613 465
     E: byacsantas06@outlook.com

    Byac

     Rod & Margaret Wilson &
     Ross & Louisa Wilson
     10243 Mundubberra - Durong Road
     DURONG   QLD  4610
     Rod
     Ph: 4127 7239 M: 0490 113 831
     Ross
     Ph: 4168 0228 M: 0418 277 170
     E: rosslouisa@gmail.com

    Hayleigh

     Dundee Santa Gertrudis Stud
     Duncan & Kym McMaster
     “Whetstone”
     INGLEWOOD   QLD  4387
     M: 0447 383 393     M: 0437 330 707
     E: mcmaster@activ8.net.au

    Dundee

     Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family
     “Glen Leigh”
     1501 Wellington Vale Road
     DEEPWATER   NSW  2371
     Ian:
     M: 0488 347 332
     Flick:
     M: 0400 743 244
     E: glenleigh@activ8.net.au
     W: www.glenleighsantas.com.au
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List of Vendors

     Desmond & Deann Schwerin
     320 Warfields Road
     ALLORA   QLD  4362
     Ph:  B/H 07 4612 3423
     Ph: A/H 07 4666 3731
     M: 0417 971 274

   Mondamaree

    Warrillee

     Swan Hill Cattle Co
     “Swan Hill”
     BLACKALL   QLD 4472
     Ph: 07) 4657 6939
     Cam M: 0419 700 288
     Lex: 0429 385 436
     E: admin@swanhillcattle.com.au
     W: www.swanhillcattle.com.au

    Swan Hill

     Richard & Deidre &
     Peter & Justine Fogden
     1804 Crase Rd
     LOXTON   SA   5333
     Peter & Justine
     Ph:  B/H 08 8587 2272
     M: 0427 872 272
     Richard & Deidre
     Ph: A/H  08 8584 1539
     E: pjfogden@activ8.net.au

    Nangaringa

      The Herbert Bruggmann Family Trust
     “Wongalea”
     589 Fitzroy Development Road
     TAROOM   QLD  4420
     Ph: 07) 4628 6485
     M: 0488 740 510
     E: jkbruggemann@westnet.com.au
     W: www.triplessantas.com.au

    Triple S

     HR, FA & JH Beutel
     196 Sugarloaf Road
     Bunburra via BOONAH   QLD  4310
     Ph: 07) 5463 4304
     M: 0432 622 509
     E: jeff@warrilleesantas.com
     W:  www.warrilleesantas.com



2020 Sale Toppers

Top priced bull for 2020 Lot 36 Dundee 302 (P) - $20,000
purchased by Matt Sargood, Nive River Pastoral Co - Drensmaine Stud with Dundee stud vendor

Kym McMaster

Second top price of the day went to Lot 46 - Burramurra 340
$18,000 to SJ & CR Dunlop - Dunlop Stud



2020 Sale Toppers

Third top price of the day went to Lot 3 - Triple S Quade Q74 (P)
$16,000 to D & G Moxey - Denngal Stud

Lot 4 - Triple S Quality Q76
$15,000 to Spean Pastoral Co

Lot 35 - Warrillee N60 (P)
$12,000 to Hayes Grazing

Lot 1 - Triple S Quickie Q26
$12,000 to Spean Pastoral Co

Lot 11 - Glen Leigh Pirhana P150 (PP)
 $11,000 to Nive River Pastoral Co -Drensmaine Stud
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81 Bulls

Lots 1-81

Freight Assistance
Sale vendors will endeavour to deliver the
majority of bulls sold with their own trucks free
of charge.
Bulls will be delivered to the closest Saleyards or
direct to property if convenient.
If delivery by a sale vendor is not possible
arrangements can be made by the agents
through the Buyers preferred transport operator.
For buyers that use an outside transport operator
or their own truck a freight rebate will be given
to buyers that purchase 2 or more bulls of $75
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1

DUNDEE QANTAS 380 (P)

DOB 20/10/2019Tattoo: 380 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DUN20M380Vendor: D & K McMaster

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

A top stud sire, long, smooth, quiet and oozing quality. 3rd in a strong
class at Santa Camp and out of a good young productive cow. Dundee
61 is rising 5 and pregnant with her third calf, her second is a lovely
yearling heifer retained in the stud. Rosevale Jubilee has consistenetly
produced calves like Qantas.  Last year's sale topper, who made $20000,
was also by Jubilee.

Sire: ROSEVALE JUBILEE J172 (P)
RAYTEK DEMOCRAT (P)

ROSEVALE MAXINE D41 (AI)

Dam: DUNDEE 61 (P)
MOONGANA GOTHIC E1728 (P)

DUNDEE 475 (P)
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2

DUNDEE 396 (PS)

DOB 12/11/2019Tattoo: 396 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DUN20M396Vendor: D & K McMaster

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Another stand out young sire. Polled, heavy boned, with a tidy top and
underline, huge stones and a good temperament. Grandson Of
Dangerfeild Thunder and a quality Pampoola cow. Dundee 7 is a six year
old cow who is due to have her 4th calf this spring.

Sire: TRIPLE S K12
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S D3

Dam: DUNDEE 7 (P)
MOONGANA GOTHIC E1728 (P)

DUNDEE 604
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3

DUNDEE 397 (P)

DOB 20/10/2019Tattoo: 397 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DUN20M397Vendor: D & K McMaster

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

A huge polled bull with excellent bone, weight for age, stones and
length. By a Yarrawonga Dividend son and out of a top Dundee cow
who had 5 heifers all retained and then 397 before dying in the drought.

Sire: TRIPLE S MAVERICK M52 (P)
YARRAWONGA DIVIDEND J494 (P)

TRIPLE S F39

Dam: DUNDEE 807 (P)
KENDARA ZINGER 5040 (P)

DUNDEE 541 (P)
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4

DUNDEE 399

DOB 20/10/2019Tattoo: 399 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DUN20M399Vendor: D & K McMaster

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Dundee 399 is a nugget, all meat, bone and performance. He has a
perfect sheath, great stones and is super quiet, a herd improver for sure.
Again by the good Triple S sire 'Maverick' and out of a good Dundee cow
755 who had 6 calves in 8 years and was lost in the drought on
aggistment.

Sire: TRIPLE S MAVERICK M52 (P)
YARRAWONGA DIVIDEND J494 (P)

TRIPLE S F39

Dam: DUNDEE 755
KENDARA UNI

SANTALANDS E17
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DUNDEE 369 (PS)

DOB 20/10/2019Tattoo: 369 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DUN20M369Vendor: Duncan & Kym McMaster

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Dundee 369 is a quality son of Rosevale Jubilee. He has great
softness, depth and length with good stones, and is quiet. His
dam was a show heifer who had 5 calves in 7 years before
returning empty after the drought.

Sire: ROSEVALE JUBILEE J172 (P)
RAYTEK DEMOCRAT (P)

ROSEVALE MAXINE D41 (AI)

Dam: DUNDEE BOLIVIA (P)
MOONGANA GOTHIC E1728 (P)

DUNDEE 749 (P)

5
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6

TRIPLE S RATTLER R24

DOB 10/10/2019Tattoo: R24 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR24Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Rattler R24 is a robust ,strong bull that is super quiet and good
to handle. His dam Triple S J31 has had 7 calves in 7 years and is due to
calve again in October.

Sire: TRIPLE S N38
CARDONA OTTOMAN (P)

MULTIPLE DAM

Dam: TRIPLE S J31
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S E7
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7

TRIPLE S REGGIE R54

DOB 08/10/2019Tattoo: R54 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR54Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Reggie R54 has a good slick coat and smooth soft muscling and
a quiet disposition. His dam J167 has had 7 calves in 7 years and is due
to calve again in September. Her progeny include herd bull N42,
classified heifer P57 and S bull P54.

Sire: TRIPLE S NEGOTIATOR N60
TRIPLE S KEG K44

TRIPLE S D17

Dam: TRIPLE S J167
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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8

TRIPLE S RAVISHING RICK R70

DOB 28/08/2019Tattoo: R70 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR70Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Ravishing Rick is a very attractive bull that is easy on the eye and
hard to fault. His dam is a proven poll breeder that has calved 6 times in
6 years and is due to calve in September. Her progeny include Herd bull
N32, 2 classified heifers P1 and Q61 and S bull N70.

Sire: TRIPLE S KEG K44
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S G15

Dam: TRIPLE S K79
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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9

TRIPLE S ROADBLOCK R46 (P)

DOB 20/08/2019Tattoo: R46 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR46Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Roadblock R46(P) is a dark slick coated individual with plenty of
loose skin,ample muscling and unbelievable thickness and width of
body. His dam J133 has had 7 calves in 7 years and is PTIC again.
Progeny include Classified bulls Q90 and R46.

Sire: WACO M460 (P)
DUNLOP ORGASMIC M162 (PS)

WACO E195

Dam: TRIPLE S J133
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S REUBEN R82 (PS)

DOB 27/09/2019Tattoo: R82 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR82Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Reuben R82(PS) is a stylish poll bull with a slick coat and great
softness. His dam K35(P) has calved 6 times in 6 years and in PTIC again.

Sire: TRIPLE S KEG K44
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S G15

Dam: TRIPLE S K35 (P)
HARDIGREEN PARK MOUNTAIN (PS)

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S REVOLVER R30 (P)

DOB 17/09/2019Tattoo: R30 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR30Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Revolver R30(P) is an upstanding  clean poll bull displaying great
softness and santa characteristics. His dam Triple S L17(P) has had 5
calves in 5 breeding years and is PTIC again due to calve in October.

Sire: WACO M460 (P)
DUNLOP ORGASMIC M162 (PS)

WACO E195

Dam: TRIPLE S L17 (P)
DANGARFIELD VOLTAGE V116 (P)

TRIPLE S F37



Drovers Motor Inn Dalby, Queensland, is a modern luxury country motel.
Our professional and friendly staff are committed to ensuring your stay is both comfortable
and enjoyable. Located a few minutes walk to the heart of Dalby and a 40 minute drive from
the new Wellcamp Airport providing interstate guests with a convenient access point for the

Darling Downs Region and enjoy the drive with fields full of cotton, sorghum and wheat.

Accommodation

Select from a variety of stunning rooms and layouts, perfectly suited to your needs.
Our helpful and friendly staff look forward to meeting you.

Free WiFi Internet, AirConditioned, Quiet, Room Service and more!

Conferences

Versatile function room featuring free wireless internet access, reverse cycle air-conditioning,
full use of data projector/interactive whiteboard.

Delicious sandwiches and gourmet dinners can be incorporated into conferences.

Get a Really Good Nights Rest

87 Drayton St
Dalby QLD 4405
T: 07 4669 0444
manager@droversmotorinn.com.au
www.droversmotorinn.com.au

Book Online
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TRIPLE S RODNEY R52 (P)

DOB 15/10/2019Tattoo: R52 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR52Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Rodney(P) is a nice poll bull with a deep hindquarter and
pleasing carcass attributes. His dam Triple S F1(P) is a great old cow
having had 10 calves in 10 years but this year tested empty. Her progeny
include S bull J4, Classified heifer L15(P), Triple S Magnum M54(P) sold
for $9000 to Clark and Tait, Triple S Nashville N82(P) sold for $7500 to
D&C Waugh and S bull R52(P).

Sire: TRIPLE S N38
CARDONA OTTOMAN (P)

MULTIPLE DAM

Dam: TRIPLE S F1 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S RELIABLE R22 (P)

DOB 08/09/2019Tattoo: R22 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR22Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Reliable R22(P) is a good soft poll bull with a quiet nature. His
dam Triple S N31 has calved 2 times in 2 years and is PTIC again.

Sire: WACO FLINT L32 (P)
WACO BOSTON

WACO D1109

Dam: TRIPLE S N31
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S K153
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TRIPLE S ROGER RAMJET R68

DOB 20/08/2019Tattoo: R68 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR68Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Roger Ramjet is a thick bull packed full of muscle and character
with a bombproof temperament. His dam G35 has had 9 calves in 9
years and is PTIC again. Her progeny include classified female K11 and
R68.

Sire: TRIPLE S N96
YARRAWONGA ARCHER F578

MULTIPLE DAM

Dam: TRIPLE S G35
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S REBEL R80

DOB 18/10/2019Tattoo: R80 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR80Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Rebel R80 is a real carcass bull displaying a good butt profile and
thickness with adequate fat cover and softness. His dam J105 has had 7
calves in 7 years but tested empty this year. Progeny include Q94(P) sold
to Reedy Creek P/C Taroom for $5000 and R80.

Sire: TRIPLE S KEG K44
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S G15

Dam: TRIPLE S J105 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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BURRAMURRA 400 (P)

DOB 21/09/2019Tattoo: 400 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BUR19M400Vendor: Riverina Wool (Aust) Pty Ltd

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

An early maturing thick set type bull.  400 will be the last opportunity for
anyone to purchase a direct son of the "ever reliable" sire KULOOMBA
BRO.  400 is out of the very successful show cow BURRAMURRA 162

Sire: KULOOMBA BRO 408 (P)
KULOOMBA 303 (PS)

KULOOMBA 767 (P)

Dam: BURRAMURRA 162 (P)
WACO XMAN (ET)

BURRAMURRA 25
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BURRAMURRA 402 (PS)

DOB 23/09/2019Tattoo: 402 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BUR19M402Vendor: Riverina Wool (Aust) Pty Ltd

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

402 is the first calf for the BURRAMURRA heifer 234. He is by Watasanta
Ford who is a son of that great Watasanta bull AUCTIONEER

Sire: WATASANTA FORD 1488 (P)
WATASANTA AUCTIONEER (P)

BIRRA Z173

Dam: BURRAMURRA 234
KULOOMBA BRO 408 (P)

BURRAMURRA 98
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BURRAMURRA 405 (PS)

DOB 25/09/2019Tattoo: 405 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BUR19M405Vendor: Riverina Wool (Aust) Pty Ltd

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Another son of Watasanta Ford. Once again you can see the uniformity
of type that he throws. Good skins, and a very easy doing tropical type.

Sire: WATASANTA FORD 1488 (P)
WATASANTA AUCTIONEER (P)

BIRRA Z173

Dam: BURRAMURRA 201 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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BURRAMURRA 422 (P)

DOB 14/10/2019Tattoo: 422 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BUR19M422Vendor: Riverina Wool (Aust) Pty Ltd

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

I think this is an impressive younger bull. A dark, fine coat type bull, with
a classic Santa Gertrudis outlook. Added to this is the extra length of
spine and strong topline which this bull posseses, must surely
contribute to 422 having such an outstanding weight for age .

Sire: WALMONA YUNO
WACO YUNUS (P)

WALMONA ROSIA (P)

Dam: BURRAMURRA 204
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM



Glen Leigh
Santa Gertrudis

Lot 23 ~ Quarterback Q156 (P) Lot 24 ~ Quincy Q154 (P)

Lot 20 ~ Quickdraw Q118 (P) Lot 22 ~ Quilpie Q102 (P)

5 quality Sires for carcase & fertility

Lot 21 ~ Quicksilver Q116 (P)

Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family
“Glen Leigh” Deepwater, NSW

Ph: Ian 0488 347 332 E: glenleigh@activ8.net.au
www.glenleighsantas.com.au

Glen Leigh Santa Gertrudis

2020 Weaner Steers Sold ~ avg 356kg ~ sired by Iron Man I2376 (PP) & Lord L114 (AI)(P)

Moongana
Iron Man

I2376 (PP)

Goolagong
Lord L114

(AI)(P)

5
Bulls
Selling
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GLEN LEIGH QUICKDRAW Q118 (P)

DOB 01/08/2019Tattoo: Q118 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: GLL19MQ118Vendor: Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

What a meat machine! Just look at the depth of carcase on this bull. Quickdraw has
been the standout calf  for growth in this drop since he was born and he still impresses
us everytime we look at him. He is a first calf for his dam Moonstone M153 (P), she is a
lovely feminine young cow and has a heifer calf at foot. Grand dam Ducky D157 (P) had
7 calves, 3 heifers classified and one son Paddington P176 (P) sired by Lord L114 sold
privately before being classified last year. The combination of Lord L114 (AI)(P) over
the Iron Man I2376 (PP) daughters has been an incredible combination and the results
speak for themselves. Quickdraw is a gentle giant

Sire: GOOLAGONG LORD L114 (AI)(P)
YARRAWONGA CORVETTE H730 (P)

GOOLAGONG H51

Dam: GLEN LEIGH MOONSTONE M153 (P)
MOONGANA IRON MAN I2376 (PP)

GLEN LEIGH DUCKY D157 (P)
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GLEN LEIGH QUICKSILVER Q116 (P)

DOB 12/07/2019Tattoo: Q116 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: GLL19MQ116Vendor: Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

What a cracking top bull here. We just can’t fault him and were reluctant to sell
him. Another heifers first calf, Maisey M129 (P) also an Iron Man daughter, she is
also a beautiful feminine young cow, she has recently weaned a very nice Lord
heifer and is being redepastured. Quicksilver has great length of body, smooth
topline and good sheath, lovely cherry red colour and super quiet. Just look at the
carcase on these Lord sons

Sire: GOOLAGONG LORD L114 (AI)(P)
YARRAWONGA CORVETTE H730 (P)

GOOLAGONG H51

Dam: GLEN LEIGH MAISEY M129 (P)
MOONGANA IRON MAN I2376 (PP)

GLEN LEIGH GEORGIE GIRL G113 (AI)(P)
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GLEN LEIGH QUILPIE Q102 (P)

DOB 20/06/2019Tattoo: Q102 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: GLL19MQ102Vendor: Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Quilpie Q102 (P) is another terrific Lord son that packs a punch. He just oozes
softness and is a real carcase bull. Get behind him and see his natural thickness
and depth of hindquarter. Another heifers first calf, Magenta has had 2 calves and
being redepastured. This years sale bulls are being prepared on oats with access
to some roughage hay.

Sire: GOOLAGONG LORD L114 (AI)(P)
YARRAWONGA CORVETTE H730 (P)

GOOLAGONG H51

Dam: GLEN LEIGH MAGENTA M239 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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GLEN LEIGH QUARTERBACK Q156 (P)

DOB 23/07/2019Tattoo: Q156 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: GLL19MQ156Vendor: Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Quarterback Q156 (P) is another great son of Lord. A thick set, long bodied bull
with an ideal sheath and smooth topline.  He is also a heifers first calf, dam Molly
M151 (P) is another Iron Man daughter, this combination has just clicked
extremely well. Grand dam Beth B639 (P) was a grand old cow and only culled for
age at 13years old, she had 10 calves, one son Oscar N206 (P) sold to G Crumpton
& Sons in 2019 for $3500, another daughter Promise P173 (P) also by Iron Man is
due to have her first calf anyday.             (Inset photo is dam Molly M151 (P) as a calf)

Sire: GOOLAGONG LORD L114 (AI)(P)
YARRAWONGA CORVETTE H730 (P)

GOOLAGONG H51

Dam: GLEN LEIGH MOLLY M151 (P)
MOONGANA IRON MAN I2376 (PP)

GLEN LEIGH BETH B639 (P)
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GLEN LEIGH QUINCY Q154 (P)

DOB 21/07/2019Tattoo: Q154 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: GLL19MQ154Vendor: Ian & Felicity Shaw & Family

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Quincy Q154 (P) is our only Iron Man son in this years draft and he is a full brother
to Powerhouse P116 (P) who sold in last years sale to A Keith & Co, Jandowae for
$7500. Dam Folly F153 is another grand old girl. She is our oldest cow here at Glen
Leigh at 11 years old, she has had 9 calves with 2 sets of twins and has a heifer calf
at foot by Iron Man. Four sons to date including K108 sold privately in 2016,
Monarch M142 (P) retained sire, Powerhouse P116 (P) sold in 2020 and Quincy
Q154 (P)

Sire: MOONGANA IRON MAN I2376 (PP)
KOLODONG DOMINATOR (P)

MOONGANA 1639 (P)

Dam: GLEN LEIGH FOLLY F153
FELTON PARK 544 (PS)

GYRANDA Z503
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DENNGAL QUOLL Q16

DOB 01/04/2019Tattoo: Q16 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ16Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q16 is an impressive bull showing lots of muscle and breed character
with a clean underline, a real stud sire.

Sire: WAVE HILL H43 (P)
WAVE HILL YOKEL Y5 (PS)

WAVE HILL E38

Dam: DENNGAL MANGO K50
GYRANDA E340

DENNGAL 3381
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DENNGAL QUINTEX Q25 (P)

DOB 01/07/2019Tattoo: Q25 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ25Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q25 is an exceptionally long bull with good growth for age. He is out of
a highly productive show cow. See him at the EKKA

Sire: WAVE HILL H43 (P)
WAVE HILL YOKEL Y5 (PS)

WAVE HILL E38

Dam: DENNGAL CAROL L1 (PS)
GYRANDA E340

DENNGAL CAROL E56 (P)
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DENNGAL QUANTAS Q26 (P)

DOB 10/07/2019Tattoo: Q26 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ26Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q26 is a well fleshed, easy doing bull with strong poll genetics
and great structure. His dame K64 comes from a proven cow
family in our herd.

Sire: WAVE HILL H43 (P)
WAVE HILL YOKEL Y5 (PS)

WAVE HILL E38

Dam: DENNGAL CAROL K64 (P)
WACO XCEL (P)

DENNGAL CAROL F14 (AI)(P)

DENNGAL QUEBEC Q43

DOB 04/11/2019Tattoo: Q43 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ43Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q43 is a young easy doing bull with huge capacity and weight
for age, his brother sold a Dalby last year, an obvious choice for
our show team , see him at the EKKA

Sire: WAVE HILL H43 (P)
WAVE HILL YOKEL Y5 (PS)

WAVE HILL E38

Dam: DENNGAL JACARANDA K6
WACO XCEL (P)

DENNGAL JACARANDA H3

27

28
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DENNGAL QUOD Q27 (P)

DOB 10/07/2019Tattoo: Q27 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ27Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q27 has exceptional growth for age with plenty of finish, he has a neat
sheath and large testicles.

Sire: WAVE HILL H43 (P)
WAVE HILL YOKEL Y5 (PS)

WAVE HILL E38

Dam: DENNGAL FLORA J3
DENNGAL TONTO T1 (P)

DENNGAL FLORA
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DENNGAL QUIRKY Q50 (P)

DOB 01/12/2019Tattoo: Q50 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ50Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q50 is a very long, dark, polled bull with plenty of muscle and a
great temperament.

Sire: DENNGAL LAURIE L35 (P)
WACO XCEL (P)

DENNGAL ELIZABETH C100 (P)

Dam: DENNGAL IRIS M39 (P)
WAVE HILL H43 (P)

DENNGAL IRIS H46 (P)

DENNGAL QUINCY Q56 (P)

DOB 04/11/2019Tattoo: Q43 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ43Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q56 is a young polled bull with great growth for age, this bull
has a lot of potential with every thing right about him. Fertility
is a big plus with his dame being 13yrs old and still breeding
every year.

Sire: WAVE HILL H43 (P)
WAVE HILL YOKEL Y5 (PS)

WAVE HILL E38

Dam: DENNGAL FLORA (P)
SUJO FARAWAY (P)

DENNGAL FLORA

30

31
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DENNGAL QUIET Q73 (PS)

DOB 20/12/2019Tattoo: Q73 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: DEN19MQ73Vendor: Dennis & Greg Moxey

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Q73 is an exciting young bull with good breed character, muscling and
structural correctness,  his sire L 35 has produced some excellent sons in
this years drop.

Sire: DENNGAL LAURIE L35 (P)
WACO XCEL (P)

DENNGAL ELIZABETH C100 (P)

Dam: DENNGAL JACARANDA M23 (PS)
DENNGAL HUSTLER H33

DENNGAL JACARANDA K2





Ph: 02 4980 0600
Email: jstransport@bigpond.com
Web: www.jstransportgroup.com.au

OVER 50 YEARS OF
RELIABLE SERVICE.
Heavy road transport, moving poultry, livestock,
chicken feed and grain across the nation.

Locations
Cardiff (NSW)

Glen Innes (NSW)
Inverell (NSW)

Tamworth (NSW)
Adelaide (SA)

Brisbane (QLD)
Millmerran (QLD)
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BYAC REMINGTON (P)

DOB 17/08/2019Tattoo: R5 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BYA20MR5Vendor: Byac Santas - Cayb Schwerin

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Byac Remmington is a polled, well natured bull that carries plenty of
thickness. He has been shown locally and at Beef Week Rockhampton
with plenty of success. Remmingtons Dam is one of our top cows and
has been used in our embryo program as a donor and has produced a
calf every year

Sire: OAKDALE GAFFA 856 (P)
ROSEVALE ZEST Z32 (AI)(P)

WAVE HILL B11 (AI)(P)

Dam: BYAC FRANCIS
TALGAI CASTLEMAINE (P)

TALGAI B71
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BYAC QUARTERBACK

DOB 27/09/2018Tattoo: Q1 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BYA19MQ1Vendor: Byac Santas - Cayb Schwerin

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Byac Quarterback is one of the best bulls Byac has bred, with winning
the Grand Champion Santa Gertrudis Bull at Beef Week Rockhampton
earlier this year. Quarterback has the eye appeal, thickness,
temperament and length that would be an asset to any
herd.Quarterbacks Dam Hayleigh 688 is another one of our top cows
and has produced us a number of heifers that we have retained in our
herd.

Sire: OAKDALE GAFFA 856 (P)
ROSEVALE ZEST Z32 (AI)(P)

WAVE HILL B11 (AI)(P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 688
WARENDA D476 (PS)

HAYLEIGH 04
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WARRILLEE P8 (P)

DOB 16/08/2019Tattoo: P8 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: WRL20MP8Vendor: HR, FA & JH Beutel

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

P8 (P) is an inpressive bull with a great top line and a perfect sheath. He
is the first bull to be offered by Talgai Memphis (P) who is producing a
great line of poll progeny.

Sire: TALGAI MEMPHIS (P)
DUNLOP PALATABLE J298 (P)

TALGAI F99 (P)

Dam: WARRILLEE L22 (P)
BULLAMAKINKA F182 (P)

WARRILLEE 962
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WARRILLEE P10 (PS)

DOB 19/08/2019Tattoo: P10 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: WRL20MP10Vendor: HR, FA & JH Beutel

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

P10 (PS) is a grouthy easy doing bull with strong poll genetics.

Sire: TALGAI MEMPHIS (P)
DUNLOP PALATABLE J298 (P)

TALGAI F99 (P)

Dam: WARRILLEE L35 (P)
DANGARFIELD RENAULT (PS)

WARRILLEE C49 (P)
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WARRILLEE P47 (P)

DOB 30/09/2019Tattoo: P47 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: WRL20MP47Vendor: HR, FA & JH Beutel

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

P47 (P) is a well muscled , sleek coated poll bull carring strong poll
genetics. He would be a real asset to your herd.

Sire: BUNDA MILO M4 (PS)
TALGAI INCEPTION I54 (P)

RAELANDS C108 (P)

Dam: WARRILLEE J5 (P)
DANGARFIELD RENAULT (PS)

WARRILLEE F49
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WARRILLEE P57

DOB 14/10/2019Tattoo: P57 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: WRL20MP57Vendor: HR, FA & JH Beutel

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Warrillee bulls have been semen tested and are fully guaranteed for
fertility. Look at www.warrilleesantas.com for photos and information
about our bulls.

Sire: BUNDA MILO M4 (PS)
TALGAI INCEPTION I54 (P)

RAELANDS C108 (P)

Dam: WARRILLEE J38
DANGARFIELD RENAULT (PS)

WARRILLEE A18
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SWAN HILL AXEL R6637 (P)

DOB 10/06/2019Tattoo: 6637 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6637Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: ROWANLEA LOCKYER L112 (P)
ROSEVALE BATTALION E622 (P)

ROWANLEA GEORGIE G91

Dam: MULTIPLE DAM

SWAN HILL AUSTIN R6686 (PS)

DOB 12/07/2019Tattoo: 6686 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6686Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: WARRILLEE F34 (P)
DANGARFIELD RENAULT (PS)

WARRILLEE C10 (P)

Dam: SWAN HILL R2483
WACO VICTA

MULTIPLE DAM

39

40
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SWAN HILL AUGUST R6644

DOB 17/07/2019Tattoo: 6644 Horn/Poll: DEHORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6644Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: ROWANLEA LANCELOT L16 (P)
ROSEVALE BATTALION E622 (P)

ROWANLEA DANA D65

Dam: MULTIPLE DAM

SWAN HILL ATLAS R6800 (P)

DOB 01/08/2019Tattoo: 6800 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6800Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: SWAN HILL WATKINS R5314 (PS)
SWAN HILL R2320 (P)

SWAN HILL R1292 (PS)

Dam: SWAN HILL R2848
SWAN HILL MELROSE 9416

SWAN HILL R6212

41
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SWAN HILL ALBERT R6812 (PS)

DOB 17/07/2019Tattoo: 6812 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6812Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: ROSEVALE DOWNPOUR L238
WHITEFIELDS DOWNPOUR G21 (P)

ROSEVALE HEIDI A359

Dam: MULTIPLE DAM

SWAN HILL ARCHIE R6726

DOB 08/06/2019Tattoo: 6726 Horn/Poll: DEHORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6726Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: ROSEVALE DOWNPOUR L238
WHITEFIELDS DOWNPOUR G21 (P)

ROSEVALE HEIDI A359

Dam: SWAN HILL R4509
SWAN HILL OTHELLO R0808 (PS)

MULTIPLE DAM

43
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SWAN HILL AMOS R6701 (P)

DOB 08/07/2019Tattoo: 6701 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6701Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: ROWANLEA LANCELOT L16 (P)
ROSEVALE BATTALION E622 (P)

ROWANLEA DANA D65

Dam: MULTIPLE DAM

SWAN HILL ARNOLD R6781 (P)

DOB 17/07/2019Tattoo: 6781 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SWA19M6781Vendor: Swan Hill Cattle Co

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: SWAN HILL R4801 (PS)
ROWANLEA CRAWFORD (PS) C60

SWAN HILL R0406 (P)

Dam: SWAN HILL R4962 (P)
WARRILLEE F34 (P)

SWAN HILL R2800 (P)

45
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HAYLEIGH 1150 (PS)

DOB 06/09/2019Tattoo: 1150 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1150Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 083 (P)
ROSEVALE JOSE J192 (P)

HAYLEIGH 685
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HAYLEIGH Q70 (PS)

DOB 30/08/2019Tattoo: Q70 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20MQ70Vendor: RJ Wilson

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH M34 (P)
SUJO LEDGER 992 (P)

RAYTEK F32 (P)
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HAYLEIGH 1151 (P)

DOB 10/09/2019Tattoo: 1151 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1151Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 972 (P)
ROSEVALE JOSE J192 (P)

HAYLEIGH 474
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HAYLEIGH 1151 (P)

DOB 10/09/2019Tattoo: 1151 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1151Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 972 (P)
ROSEVALE JOSE J192 (P)

HAYLEIGH 474
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HAYLEIGH 1151 (P)

DOB 10/09/2019Tattoo: 1151 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1151Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 972 (P)
ROSEVALE JOSE J192 (P)

HAYLEIGH 474
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HAYLEIGH 1166 (P)

DOB 16/10/2019Tattoo: 1166 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1166Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 871 (P)
ROSEVALE JOSE J192 (P)

HAYLEIGH 592

HAYLEIGH 1141

DOB 21/08/2019Tattoo: 1141 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1141Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 944 (P)
YULGILBAR DISTRIBUTOR D356

HAYLEIGH 449

50
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HAYLEIGH 1156 (PS)

DOB 30/09/2019Tattoo: 1156 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1156Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 077 (PS)
ROSEVALE DEPUTY D242 (P)

HAYLEIGH 324
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HAYLEIGH 1156 (PS)

DOB 30/09/2019Tattoo: 1156 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1156Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 077 (PS)
ROSEVALE DEPUTY D242 (P)

HAYLEIGH 324
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HAYLEIGH 1156 (PS)

DOB 30/09/2019Tattoo: 1156 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1156Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 077 (PS)
ROSEVALE DEPUTY D242 (P)

HAYLEIGH 324
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HAYLEIGH 1164

DOB 08/10/2019Tattoo: 1164 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1164Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 832
DANGARFIELD UNSUNG HERO U112 (P)

HAYLEIGH 628

HAYLEIGH 1173 (P)

DOB 27/10/2019Tattoo: 1173 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1173Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 914 (PS)
HAYLEIGH KUBECKER 750 (AI)(PS)

HAYLEIGH 701 (P)

53
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HAYLEIGH 1145 (P)

DOB 23/08/2019Tattoo: 1145 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1145Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CARDONA RAFTER R109 (P)
YARRAWONGA BUSHMAN G1020 (ET)(P)

CARDONA CHERRY RIPE K194 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 949 (P)
HAYLEIGH KUBECKER 750 (AI)(PS)

PAMPOOLA PRINCESS 553R
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HAYLEIGH 1159 (P)

DOB 03/10/2019Tattoo: 1159 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1159Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 843 (P)
ROSEVALE DEPUTY D242 (P)

HAYLEIGH 285

56

Freight Assistance
Sale vendors will endeavour to deliver the
majority of bulls sold with their own trucks free
of charge.
Bulls will be delivered to the closest Saleyards or
direct to property if convenient.
If delivery by a sale vendor is not possible
arrangements can be made by the agents
through the Buyers preferred transport operator.
For buyers that use an outside transport operator
or their own truck a freight rebate will be given
to buyers that purchase 2 or more bulls of $75
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NANGARINGA Q ROUTE 66 (P)

DOB 13/09/2019Tattoo: Q66 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: NAN19MQ66Vendor: Fogden & Sons

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

A bull that oozes confidence and combines structural correctness with
thickness throughout, Q66 has been a stand out bull right from the start.
Being one of the first progeny to be sold out of our new sire in Warenda
Morocco we are very pleased with how this bull has grown out.

Sire: WARENDA MOROCCO M24 (P)
WARENDA CHARLTON (PS)

WARENDA G29 (P)

Dam: NANGARINGA H136 (P)
AVALON IVAN 782 (AI)(P)
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NANGARINGA QUANTAE Q111 (P)

DOB 25/11/2019Tattoo: Q111 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: NAN19MQ111Vendor: Fogden & Sons

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

A very clean well-made bull that is backed by 3 generations of successful
show females at Nangaringa. You will be guaranteed consistency with
this young sire.

Sire: NANGARINGA RAYMOND (P)
GOLDEN ELM OAKLEIGH (P)

NANGARINGA OCEAN (P)

Dam: NANGARINGA YOLANDA J144
BULLAMAKINKA E39 (P)

NANGARINGA VONA (P)
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NANGARINGA QUINNCLINT Q121 (P)

DOB 14/11/2019Tattoo: Q121 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: NAN19MQ121Vendor: Fogden & Sons

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Another exciting young herd sire with depth and style. Q121 combines a
refined front end with a clean sheath and thickness, making him an
efficient package that will breed on for years.

Sire: MACAIRE SHANNON 909 (P)
MACAIRE SHANNON (P)

NORALLA 618

Dam: NANGARINGA YVELLA H103 (P)
NANGARINGA RAYMOND (P)

NANGARINGA SEMIRA (P)
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MONDAMAREE RUPID R1 (P)

DOB 20/10/2019Tattoo: R1 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: MAM20MR1Vendor: Des & Deann Schwerin

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Mondamaree Rupid is a natural poll with the length of body and dark
cherry red colour.

Sire: SWAN HILL UNION R4207
SWAN HILL OTHELLO R0808 (PS)

SWAN HILL R0856

Dam: TALGAI EV (P)
TALGAI ARNIE

ROBENLEA Z7 (P)
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MONDAMAREE REDGE R3 (P)

DOB 10/11/2019Tattoo: R3 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: MAM20MR3Vendor: Des & Deann Schwerin

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Mondamaree Redge is a extremely quiet bull with the thickness and
strength of bone that would be an asset to any herd.

Sire: OAKDALE GAFFA 856 (P)
ROSEVALE ZEST Z32 (AI)(PS)

WAVE HILL B11 (AI)(P)

Dam: MONDAMAREE NAKITTA N2 (PS)
SWAN HILL UNION R4207

TALGAI EV (P)
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TRIPLE S RECOIL R58

DOB 28/08/2019Tattoo: R58 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR58Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Recoil R58 is a big strong bull with a bit of extra uplift that will
give any herd a boost. His dam G29(P) has had 9 calves in 9 breeding
years and is due to calve again in October. Progeny include commercial
bull M20(P) sold for $8000 to Tilquin grazing Bollon,Classified female
P65(P) and R58.

Sire: TRIPLE S NEGOTIATOR N60
TRIPLE S KEG K44

TRIPLE S D17

Dam: TRIPLE S G29 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S RANDY R36

DOB 26/09/2019Tattoo: R36 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR36Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S Randy R36 is a robust bull with a bit of extra frame and length
and also an extremely quiet temperament. His dam Triple S L97 has had
4 calves in 4 years and is due to calve again in October.

Sire: YARRAWONGA DIVIDEND J494 (P)
WACO WATSON (P)

YARRAWONGA D767

Dam: TRIPLE S L97
WACO UTILITY (P)

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R2 (P)

DOB 10/09/2019Tattoo: R2 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR2Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R2(P) is a very quiet poll bull that is easily handled that
also has even muscling and large testicles. His dam is a fertile
breeder having had 2 calves in 2 years and is in calf again.

Sire: TRIPLE S NIGHTMOVES N58 (PS)
YARRAWONGA DIVIDEND J494 (P)

TRIPLE S E23

Dam: TRIPLE S N29 (P)
YARRAWONGA DIVIDEND J494 (P)

TRIPLE S K145

64
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TRIPLE S R44

DOB 21/09/2019Tattoo: R44 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR44Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R44 is a solid bull with a good carcass style body that will get a
job done and turn a profit. His dam J145,  is a proven breeder that has
calved 7 times in 7 years and is due to calve again in October.

Sire: TRIPLE S N38
CARDONA OTTOMAN (P)

TRIPLE S F39

Dam: TRIPLE S J145 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R64

DOB 12/10/2019Tattoo: R44 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR64Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R64 is well muscled bull that has a good hindquarter and seems
to have a fair amount of softness. His dam Triple S F33 is a valued
breeder that has had 10 calves in 10 years and is PTIC again. Her progeny
include classified females K55(P) and M45(P) and R64.

Sire: TRIPLE S K12
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S D3

Dam: TRIPLE S F33 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R60

DOB 11/10/2019Tattoo: R60 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR60Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R60 is a very similar bull to R64 possessing softness,
muscle with width and thickness and good structure.

Sire: TRIPLE S K12
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S D3

Dam: TRIPLE S J117 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM

TRIPLE S R20

DOB 21/09/2019Tattoo: R20 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR20Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R20 is a neat bull with a tidy sheath that should
continue to grow into a handy bull. His dam N101 has had 2
calves in 2 years and is PTIC again.

Sire: TRIPLE S NIGHTMOVES N58 (PS)
YARRAWONGA DIVIDEND J494 (P)

TRIPLE S E23

Dam: TRIPLE S N101
WAVE HILL FOREMAN F60 (PS)

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R84

DOB 07/10/2019Tattoo: R84 Horn/Poll: HORNED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: SSS20MR84Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R84 is a younger bull that will keep growing. He has
great muscling with softness. His dam Triple S F25(P) is a top
cow that has had 10 calves in 10 years and is PTIC again. Her
progeny include Classified female K1 , S Bull L12, S bull Triple S
Quickie Q26 that sold for $12000 to Spean P/C last year and R84.

Sire: TRIPLE S KEG K44
DANGARFIELD THUNDER T009 (AI)

TRIPLE S G15

Dam: TRIPLE S F25 (P)
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R50

DOB 18/08/2019Tattoo: R50 Horn/Poll: HORNED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID: SSS20MR50Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R50 is a bull with unbelievable growth. He is very quiet and is
easy to be around.His dam Triple S M103 has had 3 calves in 3 years and
is PTIC again.

Sire: CANOWINDRA O67 (P)
KM BONANZA 298 (PS)

CANOWINDRA L17 (P)

Dam: TRIPLE S M103
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R26 (P)

DOB 04/08/2019Tattoo: R26 Horn/Poll: POLLED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID: SSS20MR26Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R26(P) is a big , easy going poll bull with plenty of thickness and
length which equals big weight. His dam J121 has calved 7 times in 7
years and is due to calve again in September. Her progeny include Triple
S Priceless P22(P) that sold for $9000 in 2019, Triple S Q84 that sold for
$11000 in 2020 and R26(P).

Sire: WACO M460 (P)
DUNLOP ORGASMIC M162 (PS)

WACO E195

Dam: TRIPLE S J121
MULTIPLE SIRE

MULTIPLE DAM
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TRIPLE S R72 (P)

DOB 20/09/2019Tattoo: R72 Horn/Poll: POLLED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID: SSS20MR72Vendor: Herbert Bruggemann F/T

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Triple S R72(P) is a  thick poll bull that is quiet and easy to handle.

Sire: TRIPLE S N96
YARRAWONGA ARCHER F578

MULTIPLE DAM

Dam: TRIPLE S L37 (P)
HARDIGREEN PARK MOUNTAIN (PS)

MULTIPLE DAM
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HAYLEIGH 1158 (P)

DOB 02/10/2019Tattoo: 1158 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1158Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CANOWINDRA N101 (P)
YARRAWONGA ACTOR F446 (P)

CANOWINDRA D72 (P)

Dam: CREE J201 (P)
DANGARFIELD SHAMAN (P)

CREE F071 (P)

HAYLEIGH 1143 (P)

DOB 23/08/2019Tattoo: 1143 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY20M1143Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: RAYTEK G27(P)
ROSEVALE NODDY Z716 (P)

RAYTEK BIMBO (P)
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HAYLEIGH 1160

DOB 05/10/2019Tattoo: 1160 Horn/Poll: HORNED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID:Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: CANOWINDRA N101 (P)
YARRAWONGA ACTOR F446 (P)

CANOWINDRA D72 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 066
YULGILBAR DISTRIBUTOR D356

HAYLEIGH 324

HAYLEIGH 1162 (PS)

DOB 07/10/2019Tattoo: 1162 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

COMMERCIAL
Society ID:Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 074
ROSEVALE DEPUTY D242 (P)

HAYLEIGH 020
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HAYLEIGH 1171 (P)

DOB 23/10/2019Tattoo: 1171 Horn/Poll: HORNED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID: HAY20M1171Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 882 (P)
SUJO LEDGER 992 (P)

HAYLEIGH 252 (P)

HAYLEIGH 1076 (P)

DOB 16/08/2018Tattoo: 1076 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY19M1076Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: HAYLEIGH KUBECKER 750 (AI)(PS)
KUBECKA PARTNER 5273

HAYLEIGH 462

Dam: HAYLEIGH 872 (P)
ROSEVALE JOSE J192 (P)

HAYLEIGH 032 (P)
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HAYLEIGH 1132 (PS)

DOB 27/11/2018Tattoo: 1132 Horn/Poll: POLL SCUR

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: HAY19M1132Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: WARENDA D476 (PS)
WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)

WARENDA M47 (AI)(P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 690 (P)
DANGARFIELD UNSUNG HERO U112 (P)

HAYLEIGH 479 (P)

HAYLEIGH 1128 (P)

DOB 13/12/2018Tattoo: 1128 Horn/Poll: POLLED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID:Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: WARENDA D476 (PS)
WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)

WARENDA M47 (AI)(P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 738
SUJO LEDGER 992 (P)

HAYLEIGH 395
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HAYLEIGH 1120 (P)

DOB 20/10/2018Tattoo: 1120 Horn/Poll: POLLED

COMMERCIAL
Society ID:Vendor: Hayleigh Farms

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

Sire: DANGARFIELD ZIMBABWE Z260 (PS)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170 (PS)

DANGARFIELD 2030 (P)

Dam: HAYLEIGH 734
YULGILBAR DISTRIBUTOR D356

HAYLEIGH 285
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1 Heifer
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BURRAMURRA 421 (P)

DOB 14/10/2019Tattoo: 421 Horn/Poll: POLLED

CLASSIFIED
Society ID: BUR19F421Vendor: Riverina Wool (Aust) Pty Ltd

Purchaser……………………………………………………$……………………

A young heifer. She has been running with Kuloomba Dixie
since June, so she is part of my 2021 "Dixie Chicks" team.
Amoderate fromed good natured easy doing female by the
Hayleigh Farms bull.

Sire: HAYLEIGH 981 (PS)
SUJO LEDGER 992 (P)

HAYLEIGH 177

Dam: KULOOMBA 378 (P)
HARDIGREEN PARK LEROY (P)

KULOOMBA 114 (P)
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CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1. (a) A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale by auction.
(b) An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and conditions by conduct-
ing an auction sale.
(c) A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.
(d) Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010

It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition with each other to make,
or give effect to, a contract, arrangement or understanding that contains a provision relating to:
i. price-fixing; or
ii. restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
iii. allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
iv. bid-rigging; or
v. collusive bidding.

Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct.
2. (a) In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor respectively includes
the servants, contractors and agents of each of them. The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor
shall be wholly responsible for the acts and omissions of their respective servants, contractors
and agents. The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the law and context permits, the vendor’s
agent.
(b) When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals” means all animals originat-
ing from the same property on a particular day. Where lots are split and sent to multiple estab-
lishments, then all of these animals shall be regarded as companions.
3. The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:
(a) The following words have the following meanings:

Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred or relating to these
terms and conditions and the sale and purchase of livestock including, without limitation, trans-
action levies, yard and weigh dues, cartage, advertising and rebates, and whether paid for, or
incurred, by the agent;
Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and conditions; and
Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer referred to in clause 7 of
these terms and conditions
(i) plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the purchase of livestock that are
payable by the buyer; and
(ii) plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.
(b) These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in the State in which the
auction is conducted and in the event of any conflict then the legislation or regulation will pre-
vail. The provisions of these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do not derogate from,
the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in legislation and regulation in the
State in which the auction is conducted.

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of the vendor to
withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the buyer.

5. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right is notified prior
to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law.

6. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in accordance with
clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.

7. Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and receive any fur-
ther bids. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the amount at
which the lot has been sold.

8. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the successful bidder or
the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The auctioneer’s decision is final.

9. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in the
best interest of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.

10. A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder has given to
the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of another person.

11. The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at the fall of the
hammer:
(a) the purchaser’s name; or

(b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or

(c) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made; and

(d) the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.

12. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be exclusive of Goods
and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of the hammer for those sales subject
to GST.
13. The vendor warrants;
(a) That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the time of delivery; and
(b) That the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s obligations under this
contract including payment.
14. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which includes the re-
quirements of State law, any livestock knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold by public auc-
tion or private contract in whatever lots and manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be
with or without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss and
expense arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price in immediate
funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior to delivery unless some other time
for payment is specified in an agreement between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made
before the fall of the hammer. If, before delivery, payment has not been made then clauses 20 to
23 apply.

16. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person has made ar-
rangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for livestock purchased. If bids in breach
of this condition are inadvertently accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase mon-
ey is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived as far as possi-
ble.

17. (a) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk and expense of
the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
(b) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the risk and expense of the
buyer immediately after weighing.

(c) All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk and expense of the
buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
18. (a) Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.
(b) The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer and ending at the first
of:
(i) delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
(ii) departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or
(iii) one hour after the last animal is:
a. in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or
b. in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.
(c) During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is lame, blind or diseased
where that condition existed prior to the fall of the hammer but could not be reasonably ob-
served when the animal was in the selling pen.
(d) If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the sale of that animal is
cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor or sold on such terms as any buyer and the
agent may agree, after the agent has disclosed the reason for rejection to that buyer.
(e) This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at auction for slaughter.
The agent has responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or in-
jury) of those cattle from the time of the fall of the hammer, for delivery to and from the scales,
to the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s nominated transport. This responsibility ends at
the earlier of those cattle boarding the buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after
the sale. This
subclause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that effect prior to sale.
19. (a) Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and warranties expressed or
implied by law are hereby excluded from the sale to the extent that the law allows. All lots are
open for inspection prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold with all faults, if any. No
compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections, errors of description, number in or of
any lots sold or otherwise.
(b) Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the provision of relevant
information in terms of legislation or regulation concerning the National Livestock Identification
Scheme (NLIS) must be made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after the fall of the hammer. No ob-
jection, requisition or claim against the vendor or agent in respect of such error or misdescrip-
tion can be made after that time.
(c) Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to the ef-
fect that any female has been pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall mean and require only
that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary sur-
geon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been tested or scanned on the date
specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on
that date.
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(d) For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that any
NLIS cattle device number is transferred from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS
database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.
(e) For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure
that the NLIS information is transferred from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS
database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.
(f) Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived from the National Vendor
Declaration (NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale cata-
logue and/or announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.
20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative before full
payment of the Price, then until full payment is received, the buyer:
(a) does not acquire title to the livestock;
(b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;
(c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;
(d) must store the stock separately or so that they are readily distinguishable from other livestock
owned by the buyer;
(e) is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;
(f) may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the livestock. As between the buyer
and the subsequent buyer, the sale shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent
for the vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale shall be made as bailee and
agent for the vendor; and
(g) must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale separately from its other
money and hold those proceeds, together with the benefits of any rights against subsequent buy-
ers, on trust for the vendor.
21. The purchaser agrees that:
(a) Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal Property Securities Act
(Cth) 2009 (PPSA);

(b) the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller (and/or the Agent if Clause 25 applies) to
register a financing statement under the PPSA with respect to the security interest created by this
clause;

(c) the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;

(d) to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser has under the PPSA to
receive notices; and

(e) the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes into force is the first
date on which livestock are delivered pursuant to this contract
22. The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the vendor or its agent
under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any loss, damage, costs,
expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor, the agent or any person or entity aris-
ing from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.
23.1. Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by the buyer, which
the agent is not bound to do. The agent is then the del credere agent of the vendor at law.
23.2. The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in clause 23.3.
23.3. When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by operation of the
law, the parties agree that, subject to clause 23.5 the agent is subrogated to all rights of the ven-
dor under these terms and conditions against the buyer.
23.4. The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession or other ac-
tion to recover any livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full, or the Price of such live-
stock, owing by the buyer under these terms and conditions:
(a) when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by reselling the livestock);
and
(b) when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the rights of the vendor by sub-
rogation or assignment under these terms and conditions (whether in the vendor’s name or not)
and, where title to the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling the livestock as agent of
the vendor without the agent having to account to the vendor for the proceeds of sale.
23.5. The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of all or any of
its rights under these terms and conditions and any debts created pursuant to it (including, with-
out limitation, the rights assigned to it under clause 23.3).
23.6. The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to:
(a) do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts necessary or desirable to per-
fect or improve the rights and interests afforded, or intended to be afforded, to the agent under
these terms and conditions; and
(b) appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may do as the vendor’s attor-
ney.
23.7. These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as vendor nor entitle
the buyer to set off against the agent any right the buyer may have against the vendor or other-
wise.
23.8. The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended solely for the
benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and the vendor. The liabilities and obligations of the buyer
will not be in any way affected:
(a) by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or
(b) by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply with the terms of this
clause 23.
23.9. The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under these terms and
conditions without any deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim whatsoever, whether the
benefit of a deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buy-
er as against the vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any other person including
any assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and conditions.
24. (a) The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less such commission as
is agreed between the vendor and the agent, and in the absence of any agreement such amount
as is reasonable, and less the Fees that are payable by the vendor that were incurred by the agent
on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the livestock.
(b) In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the vendor then the agent has
no liability to the vendor for the amount of such payment. Further, if the agent pays the vendor
any amount which the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the same livestock, then
the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the agent may debit that amount to an account
held in the name of the vendor by the agent.
(c) Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is not under obligation so
to do, instead of deducting payments owed to it by the vendor, debit the amount of the commis-
sion and fees to an account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.
25. (a) The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose of selling the
livestock comprised in the lots. The terms of
engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by
the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards
and the surrounding environments.
(b) The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several duties under the Aus-
tralian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines for the Land Transport of Livestock and further
to consign, manage, receive, transport and handle livestock in accordance with any other or addi-
tional requirements of animal welfare legislation specific to the jurisdiction in which livestock are
consigned, managed, received, transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT PRESENTATION
AND DECLARATION
26. This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals sold at auction
for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the livestock are transported direct from the
sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer

is a trader who subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person
who pays the AMPC Processor levy.
27. The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered for sale at auc-
tion:
(a) pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and inspections at the time of
slaughter;.
(b) are of merchantable quality;
(c) carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;
(d) in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale catalogue that the livestock
have particular characteristics or are fit for a particular purpose or market, and such representa-
tions are based on information in any document, the livestock will have those characteristics or
will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and
(e) all information in any document provided by the vendor is true, complete and correct in all ma-
terial respects.
28. In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided such breach is
notified by the buyer to the agent by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer then the
buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price of such of the vendor’s livestock to which the
breach applies.

29. However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected outright but are
instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the livestock at their next highest and
best use.

30. In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor will also be lia-
ble to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might establish but the buyer will take all
reasonable steps in co-operation with the agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the
breach and the amount of any loss.

31. Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign material con-
tamination and provided such test is certified and notified as required by these vendor warranty
terms, then:
(a) the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock in that lot only; or
(b) the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the companion animals, if allowed
by law; or of having the livestock slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnations
will be that of the vendor. Where product integrity is potentially jeopardised, the Processor has
the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock back to the consigning property at the ven-
dor’s cost.
32. The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s warranty arising
out of:
(a) any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the NVD completed by the
vendor to the pre-sale catalogue or the buyers post-sale summary;

(b) any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any breach by the vendor
of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to
the sale; and

(c) any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose in the pre-sale cata-
logue, that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD that is complete in all material aspects.

CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE
33. This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals sold at auction for
slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle are transported direct from the sale
yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a
trader who subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who pays the
AMPC Processor levy.
34. Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle for sale that are
fit for human consumption. Cattle are fit for human consumption if they are not condemned as
unfit by government. Owners risk applies if the condemnation is due to a condition in the animal
which the buyer establishes, by the relevant government certificate, existed prior to the fall of the
hammer.
35. A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price of that animal to
the vendor. The buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs incurred after the fall of the ham-
mer in transport, slaughter, testing and disposal of the animal.
36. Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter applies if all of
the following are satisfied:
(a) a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant NLIS RFID tag number and PIC,
the date of the certificate, the reason for condemnation and that the reason for condemnation ex-
isted prior to the fall of the hammer;

(b) the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form or by fax or electronic
communication in the form of data, text or imaging by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the
hammer; and

(c) if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows testing in a government
approved laboratory which establishes maximum residue limits in excess of the Australian limit.
37. Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason for condemna-
tion is any of bruising, fever, partial condemnation or emaciation.

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION
NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings
Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents
Act 2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive practice, or to induce or
attempt to induce another person by a collusive practice to do any of the following:
(i) to abstain from bidding; or
(ii) to bid to a limited extent only; or
(iii) to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.
Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices.
The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer clearly and
precisely announces that fact prior to the sale.
Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to acknowl-
edge the making of a bid if no bid was made. A person must not participate in collusive practices
by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from bidding, not to bid except to a
limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent free and open competition.
WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.
It is an offence to:
(i) induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means of a promise, ex-
pressed or implied, that the other person will have the right to elect to take over as buyer or to
toss or draw lots to establish who is to become the owner;
(ii) abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;
(iii) knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any name other
than that of the actual successful bidder;
(iv) enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the actual successful
bidder; or
(v) in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of the buyer to the
auctioneer or to any person, firm or corporation on whose behalf the sale is conducted.
The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to make no
more than three bids.

© FEBRUARY 2017 Australian Livestock & Property Agents
Association Limited All rights reserved. Unauthorised
reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright.
These Livestock Auction Terms & Conditions of Sale are provided to
ALPA members as recommended terms and conditions only.
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Thank You from
The Vendors

Burramurra, Byac, Denngal,
Dundee, Glen Leigh, Hayleigh,

Mondamaree, Nangaringa,
Swan Hill, Triple S & Warrillee

See you in 2022



2021 Western Downs

Santa Group Vendors
Dundee     1,2,3,4,5
Triple S     6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15

62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72
Burramurra   16,17,18,19,82
Glen Leigh   20,21,22,23,24
Denngal             25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32
Byac     33,34
Warrillee   35,36,37,38
Swan Hill   39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46
Hayleigh   47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56
      73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81
Nangaringa  57,58,59
Mondamaree  60,61

www.westerndownssantas.com.au
Western Downs Santa Group


